Lyndon Johnson Carries Nation by Landslide
Demo Victory Sweep
Vindicates Pollsters
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CRYSTAL BALL SAYS ONLY FIVE!

Pisano Proposes
Reg Committee
Students may go through registration next semester faster and
easier if a new plan by Bob Pisano,
ASS president, is put into effect.
Pisano will present his idea for
a joint student-faculty committee
to study possible changes in registration procedures to Student
Council today.
This special committee would be
made up of Council members,
Academic Council (faculty) members and registration officials, Pisan() said yesterday.
For several years, Pisani)
noted, the Academic Council’s
Committee on Admissions and
Student Retention has been
studying long range registration
changes.
Purpose of the new body, he
said, would be to prepare suggestions for possible short-range registration changes.
MORE PALATABLE
"We ought to find out," Pisano
declared, "if there are any means
to make this system of organized
confusion any more palatable for
the students."
Although Pisano is determined
to find some way to combat growing "registration ills" he said he is
not sure "how exactly to go about
this."
He therefore is throwing the
idea of a special committee before
Council for its discussion.

Students should also be able to I B"’
voice their opinions on registration
before any such group, he declared.

PRES. CLARK CONCURS
SJS President Robert D. Clark,
Pisano revealed, has concurred in
the suggestion to form a special
study group to recommend registration changes.
President Clark and Pisano met
at the beginning of the semester
and discussed registration, Pisano
said.
They discussed long and short
range changes, including the possibility of computerized registration.
Deep concern at the possibility
of losing student-faculty contact
through computers was expressed
Photo by N;b1s Payloff
by the SJS chief executive, Pisano
said.
Kaiser, Sigma Phi Epsilon. Standing are Bonnie
HOMECOMING CROWNfive o:
SEEKING
Many areas should be considered
Drury, Pi Kappa Alpha; Hilary Goldwater,
these semi-finalists will be named homecoming
for possible refinements and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Cheryl King, Kappa Kappa
queen finalists at a rally tomorrow night in tht
changes, Pisano declared.
Gamma and Sigma Alpha Mu; Mary Anne
Men’s Gym. Seated from left to right are:
"Are all those IBM cards necesSantone, Gamma Phi Beta; and Jennifer
Priscilla Brooks, sponsored by Delta Zeta; Mary
use
be
multiple
sary and can some
Graham, Sigma Nu,
Blomguist, Band -Aides; Terry Grill, Delta
made of them?" he asked.
Gamma; Sue Sargent, Chi Omega; and Jody
He also said he has heard many
the
unfairness
of
complaints about
the name "rotation system" to
some students.
A great many students are
breaking registration rules, such
as "faking No. 2 cards," he said.
These rules should be enforced if
Homecoming Queen semi-finalists on Nov. 21 when the SJS Spartan,
they are to make registraiton fair will make their first appearance meet
ee Fresno State at Spartan Stato all students.
before the student body in a fash- dium at 8 p.m. The game will con"Russia and China in the Postion show today at 11 a.m, in the clude a week of Homecoming acCafeteria.
tivities.
Khrushchev Era" will be discussed
Modeling dressy sport fashions,
by Dr. Amos Perlmutter, assistant
the ten queen hopefuls will begin
professor of political science, this
two days of appearances as semimorrinig at 10:30 in Concert Hall.
finalists. They will be introduced
"The Bolshevik totalitarianism,
to students at Co-Rec tonight at 9
in the Women’s Gym.
William Mandel, a guest lecturer the stress and strain of its subRonald L. Lowe, Dennis F. Coupe,
According to Bob Himel, home- examining "The Soviet Union To- systems, the political behavior of
Robert J. Buck, John F. Bales,
coming committee chairman, stu- day," answered questions yesterday the Leninist bloc and the interLouie H. Anderson and Joseph E.
dents may vote for five finalists regarding material in his book relationship between Soviet and
Cyr, all seniors, and Daniel C.
either today or tomorrow. Polls "Russia Re-Examined."
Maoist ideologies" will be considWashabaugh and Paul T. Reichle,
Sponsored by Toward an Active
will be open from approximately 8
both juniors.
a.m. to 5 p.m. both days, Himel Student Community (TASC), Man- ered by Dr. Perlmutter.
Presenting nine of these awards stated.
Dr. Perlmutter is a former memdel has given four in a series of 11
was SJS Vice Pres. William J.
Five finalists will be announced lectures on contemporary Russia. ber of the Israeli delegation to
Dusel. Buck’s award was presented at a rally tomorrow, 9 p.m., in the
Yesterday he responded to ques- the United Nations, and from
to him by his father, William Men’s Gym.
tions on immigration of Polish 1957-58 served on the U.N. HuBuck, a World War I veteran and
Rally entertainment will include Jews in 1939, race prejudice, edu- man Rights and Territorial Compast state commander of the the Dull Skulls, a Chi Omega sing- cation in the social sciences and mittees.
Order of the Purple Heart.
He was educated at the Uniing group, and the Blue Flames of culture.
Receiving
the
Distinguished Alpha Tau Omega.
In answer to one question, Man- versity of California at Berkeley,
Military Graduate award was
Song girls, cheer leaders and a del commented on Soviet television. where he received his B.A. in
Terry A. Tevis. Ile has already pep band will help promote Home"One half of the people in the 1953, his M.A. in 1954 and his
USSR are within range of tele- Ph.D. in 1957, all in political
been commissioned as a second coming spirit.
science.
The Homecoming game will be vision.
lieutenant in the Army.

The Distinguished Military Student award is based on leadership
ability and military aptitude and
attitudes displayed by the cadet.
’Those receiving the Distinguished
Military Student Awards were
Robert J. Watt, Gary A. Ogley,

!hopeful. Goldwater trailed in the
popular vote by about 14 million.
Johnson had well over the necessary number of electoral votes
before 8 p.m. He had received 142
electoral votes of the East plus
complete support from many other
areas.
In the California senatorial race,
Republican candidate George Murphy also took an early lead and
by 11 p.m. had 1,915,000 votes to
Pierre Salinger’s
:ncumbent
1,757,000 votes.
State Props. 1, 2 and 3 were
passing with a two to one vote.
The controversial Prop. 14 was
carrying 43,000 yes votes to 29,000
no votes. Pay TV was being de-

Student Wins
PSA Flight
A coin helped this week’s winner
in the Spartan Daily Grid Picks
Contest.
Karl Chulick, chemistry major,
167 S. Eighth, flipped a coin for

LYNDON BAINES JOHNSON
. . . decisive win

feated by a three to one margin.
Prop. 13 was carrying with a
three to one yes vote and Prop.
16, the state lottery issue, was
being defeated with a three to
one vote.
Passage of Prop. 2 would mean
that SJS and other state colleges
will receive monies to increase
educational facilities.
As a result of last night’s election the Democrats won 26 new
senatorial seats including former
U.S. Attorney General Robert Keninedy, who defeated the incumbent
I Kenneth Keating in New York.
’There are three new Republican
’senators for a total of 28 Republican senators and 66 Democratic
senators.
KARL CHULICK
At 11 p.m. there appeared to
. . . flips coin
be a Democratic majority of 297
each selection and won with 12 to 137 in the House of Representatives.
correct picks.
Chulick, who admits he doesn’t
know much about football, won
a free round-trip, jet-powered
flight to Los Angeles on PSA.
Five runners-up in this week’s
contest will be mailed pairs of
theater tickets to the United
Artists Theater. They are:
Larry Collins, 451 E. San Salvador; Robert Leverton, Rt. 1,
Box 162; Ken Dunn. 276 S. 11th;
Dr. Ralph J. liunche, underBob Lovejoy, 545 S. Seventh; and
secretary of the United Nations,
David Wise, 355 S. 10th St.
This week’s Spartan Grid Picks will give his views on "The United
appears on page 6. Ad staff re- Nations, Fact Against Fiction" toquests entries by 4:30 Friday aftmorrow night at 8:15 in Concert
ernoon.
Hall,
Dr. Bunche will be a guest of
the Visiting Scholar Committee.
He is the former chairman of
the Political Science Department
at Howard University, was employed by the State Department
during the latter part of World
War II in connection with the
development of the United Nadifference
main
The
political speeches.
tions and since 1946 has made
between the two groups is the degree the United Nations his career.
commit
publically
to which they would
A native of Detroit, Mich., Dr.
themselves to issues. For example, 75 Bunche has studied at the Unihigh
indicated
per cent of the activists
versity of California at Los Aninterest in the Peace Corps as compared geles, Ha rvar d, Northwestern,
stuinvolved
other
to 68 per cent of the
London School of Economics and
dents. This group also majored mostly University of Capetown, South
arts.
In the humanities and the
Africa.
Students, according to the poll, do
fall primarily into two basic groups,
with the non-active group the larger
of the two.
In direct relation to the campus, the
activist students are slightly less of the
opinion that the general atmosphere,
administration and the student body
are politically encouraging. They also
feel that professors have a greater respect for the activist than for the non.
activist student. Both groups indicate
this feeling, but the activist gin-es a
stronger indication.
Also, more students in the activist
groups indicate that they feel they
should be more cautious in expressing
cptit
their political views.

Queen Semi-Finalists Model ’Russia and China’
Fashions in Cafeteria Today Topic of Discussion

Army ROTC Cadets Earn
Military Student Honors
Eleven SJS Army ROTC cadets
were honored yesterday afternoon
in military review ceremonies on
the athletic field on San Carlos
Street.
Of the 11 cadets honored, 10
were honored by being designated
Distinguished Military Students
and one was designated as a Distinguished Military Graduate.

Pollsters across the country last
night were patting themselves on
the back as President Lyndon
Baines Johnson took the predicted
lead and has made what looks
like a landslide win.
No. 31
"No words are adequate to really
express the feeling of this occasion," the President said at 11:45
(PST) last night in his victory
speech.
"We have voted as many but tonight we must meet the world as
one," declared the 36th President
of the United States from his
Austin, Texas campaign headquarters.
At 11:00 last night Senator
Barry Goldwater had gone to bed
without making a statement of
any kind to the press.
At that time, President Johnson
’sad received 34,729,000 votes to
Senator Goldwater’s 21,533,000,
for 483 electoral votes to 47 electoral votes for the Republican
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Dr. Perlmutter

Mandel Continues
Russian Lectures

Questionnaire Reveals Profiles

Dr. Bunche
To Discuss U.N.
In Concert Hall

SJS Students Don’t Fill Demonstrator Stereotype
polled expressed approval of sit-ins,
By CHERI WALKER
"Demonstrations are a lot of tun," civil rights demonstrations, faculty
a columnist recently commented off the participation in such activities and incuff. "They give the college student a dicated a willingness to participate
chance to greet his friends in a party. themselves. This group will be termed
like atmosphere of fun and games, and "activist" for the remainder of the
also give him a chance to meet new series.
Opinion of sit-ins was chosen as a
coeds."
Demonstrators, as everyone knows, measure of political concern because
and -sandal set, It is the most expressive action a stuare the sweatshirt
bored with their classes and needing dent can take this year.
Compared to the activist group were
a kick. They amble from cause to catise,
changing their placards and buttons, the 146 students who disapproved of
the demonstrations and who indicated
but never their clothes.
Nothing comes of demonstration, a "safe" approach to the problem.
"Safe" political activities in this study
since it’s all in good fun. Problems are
more easily solved by letters to the are those which the majority of the
editor, or notes submitted through the students polled approved or indicated a
proper channels, never through sit -Ins, willingness to undertake. These include
registering to vOte, getting out the vote,
picketing or protest marches.
SJS students who would be willing thinking about political issues and readto sit-in or to take part in civil rights ing more about politics.
"Unsafe" political activities, besides
demonstrations unfortunately do not
have the proper demonstrator image. sit-ins and demonstrations, include givAccording to the questionnaire sampling ing political speeches. button -holing
of the student body, students who would strangers about politics, passing out
become involved in such political ac- political literature on the streets or
tivity know more, do more and are in- door to door, or being an officer of a
volved in more than the remainder political group.
A comparison between the two groups
of the students polled.
Sixty-four students out of the 210 and questionnaire statistics produced

a good profile of the activist student.
The activist student generally has a
background of political participation
and activity in his family. He is more
likely to have had a member of his
family elected to public office, and indicates more political discussion and
encouragement in his home than the
non -activist student. The student who
would demonstrate or sit-in also tends
to disagree more with his parents’ political views, and could he designated
more to the political left than could
the non-activist students.
The activist students generally were
found to major in the humanities and
the arts. The students who indicated
a "safe" approach generally majored in
engineering, business, science and the
applied arts.
The activist student in the poll appears more liberal and tolerant politically than the safe-approach student.
The activists indicated more approval
of political activities by others, including faculty, in both safe and unsafe political activities.
The activist students in the sampling
also know more, particularly on the
more difficult questions in the poll.
In the section on identifying the po-

litical party of local and national figures, 52 per cent of the activists correctly identified William Stanton’s
political party, compared to 23 per
cent identification by the non-activists.
This is interesting because Stanton’s
party was recognized by only 18 per
cent of the students in the poll as a
whole. Their knowledge of the lesser
known abbreviations was consistently
higher, particularly SNCC, CORE, and
YAF.
The activist students, however, are
not the only students polled who could
be termed "politically Involved."
An involvement scale based on political knowledge scores and the number and type of political activities
stated was developed from the questionnaire. Only 17 of the activist students did not rate in the "politically
Involved" scale.
The other politically involved students, other than the activists, are more
Republican, tend to agree more with
their parents’ basic political philosophies and give their approval to "safe"
political activities. They are less willing
than the activist to buttonhole
strangers, pass out political literature
on the streets or door to door, or give

Part IV of the series will discuss the patterns of the past and soma ideas about this
currant trends, based on interviews with proflessors and administrators.
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Machiavellian Tactics
Result in Better Grades
By RICHARD TALLENT
To knife you fellow student in
his hack or soft under belly may
not make for an impressive police record but it will probably
help your grade point average.
At least this is the conclusion
which must be drawn from a recent survey by Jerome E. Singer,
psychologist at Pennsylvania
State University as reported in
Newsweek.
Singer tested 994 entering
freshmen against the principles
of Machiavelli. The test, created
by Richard Christie, psychology
professor at Columbia, asked
students to give a true or false
answer to such Machiavelliantype sayings as "Every man can
be bought and a wise man estimates his friend’s price" and
"People are no damned good and
you can cse this to your advantaw "
AMORAL PRINCIPLES
Sirr;er found that students
who practiced and approved of
the amoral principles of "The
Prince" did much better than
equally intelligent but more
moral students.
"The results were so staggering
we couldn’t believe them," Singer
stated,
For those students who are interested here are some of the
methods you may use to better
your grades according to Singer’s test. Sit in the front of the
class and ask questions of the
professor during and after class.
Polish his apple. When you miss
a test because you cut the class
say you were sick. Cheat.
LOCAL STUDENTS
Several local students have revealed small things they do for
those good grades and they will
be presented for you virtuous
students who are puttering alone
with C’s.
One transfer student stated
that while at "that dog eat dog
factory," the University of California, he "would go to the reserve book room and check out
one copy of each book a professor would recommend whether
or not I planned to read them. I
would keep them out as long as
I could. I will admit that I read
most of them. You had to if you
wanted to stick around."
One item which many students
will attest to is that you should
agree with your professor. This
is especially true in political science. If your professor is a Democrat then you should be a Democrat if you like good grades.
The students interviewed know
from personal "experience!"
Of course some students do
not believe in following Machiavellian principles. One bright
coed stated "I’d rather get lower
grades than to kiss up to the
professor. I just can’t do that

JOIN THE FUN!

sort of thing." She is a senior
math major with a 3.4 grade
point average. Perhaps this
might indicate intelligence and
just plain hard work will result
in good grades.
Another aspect of Singer’s
study which must be taken into
account is that when he tested
22 professors he found that they
all came out with pro-Machiavellian scores higher than the students.
So beware of your professor
and those students up frontthey may have read "The
Prince." In fact they probably
did because they are already up
front.

Student ’Surprised’
By lokey Proposal
Editor:
I was quite surprised and disturbed with Mr. Lokey’s proposal to attire the student council officials with blazers or
sweaters for the purpose of identification. I cannot help but feel
that it is for no other reason
than that which he denied, "just
an opportunity to get a sweater."
My primary objection is that
of the cat. $4004950 is no trifling amount and for Mr. L,okey
to propose spending this sum of
money in such a manner seems
inconsistent with his previous
council action and opinions. He
told me himself that the student
body budget was extremely limited.
Secondly, if there is this problem of identification of council
members, I do not believe it will
be solved by giving its members
special attire. Council members
would not be able to wear this
clothing all the time. More than
likely they would not wear it
when they are in contact with
the student body the most, such
as on campus daily.
Possibly a better solution
would be for the council members to get individual P.R. in
the Spartan Daily in a series of
articles. Then the students not
only would recognize their representatives but also would learn
something about them, how they
have stood on past school issues
and how they could possibly get
in contact with their representatives if they desired to express
some ideas to them.
I truly hope the council disapproves of Mr. Lokey’s suggestion.
Bruce Hobbs
ASS A3698

Theft Rafe High
At SJS This Year
Editor:
If you haven’t had something
stolen yet, you’d better read
this. It concerns every responsible and law abiding citizen in
this college.
Do you know that more has
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By PhIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Red Chinese leader Mao Tze
lung’s 71st birthday does not
fall until Dec. 26. but of all the
By EVELYN SALAZAR
presents he Is to receive then
PUMPHIN-NAPPERS stole 54 pumpkins from two youngsters
none can surpass those he rein Eugene, Ore., a few days before Halloween. Ever since then
ceived on Oct. 16. Nor can
police have received tips on the purloined pumpkins.
greater honors be heaped upon
One pumpkin with a cutout face was found leering from the
him.
top of a statue at the University of Oregon. Several more were
On that day the world learned
found in a university dormitory restroom.
of Nikita Khrushchev’s fall and
SPARTAN DAILY’S latest piece of missent mall was from the
on that day Red China exploded
Citizens Committee for "Yes" on Proposition 2. The envelope is
its first atom bomb.
stamped "Misdirected to San Jose Water Works.
Eight years back is ’<brush"CIVIL RIGHTS AND THE AMERICAN NEGRO" is the tenchev’s denunciation of Stalin
tative title of a film being made by Peckham Productions, Inc.,
and of the "personality cult" of
working under contract for the United States Information Agency.
which he himself today is acRecently the company photographed students at the University
cused, and the beginning of the
of California at Berkeley. The company is also shooting scenes in
personal feud between Mao and
Mississippi, New York and Chicago.
Khrushchev over who best could
The film will he dubbed in five languages and shown overseas.
interpret the teachings of Marx
"SNOW-RFING" is the latest fad at Oregon State University
and Lenin.
at Corvallis. According to the OSU Daily Barometer, this Is how
PAY LIP SERVICE
to "snow-rf."
The Chinese never did give
"Cut half the skeg (rudder) off your surf board, head for the
more than lip service to Khrushnearest ski area, and conviasp the ski-lift operator of your worthy
chev’s denunciation of Stalin.
intentions."
The evils of Stalinism, they be"Once you get to the top, the rest is pure instinct if you’re
lieved, were outweighed by the
truly an Oregon surfer at heart," says the paper. Down the hill
good he did for communism.
you go!
Nor do they see any sin in
PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS at the University of Miami are
the cult of Mao.
required, in one class, to serve as subjects in experiments conducted
By 1960 the Chinese already
by faculty members and graduate students.
were proclaiming their indeTHE INDIANA DAIL*. STUDENT, campus newspaper of
pendence of Moscow and the
Indiana University, is upset. Last spring the paper campaigned to
cult of Mao was at a zenith.
get the U.S. Post Office to print a stamp commemorating Ernie
Party experts proclaimed Mao
Pyle, a World War It correspondent.
"just like the sun," the "ChiRecently the paper published an editorial criticizing the Postnese champion whose thoughts
master General’s choice of subject for a new stamp.
are the supreme combination of
The stamp honors the 100th anniversary of Sokol, a physical
Marxist-Leninist universal
fitness group whose members descended from Czechs, Slovaks,
truth and the Chinese revoluPoles, Serbians and Croatians who introduced Grecian gymnastics
tion," the "pioneer of natural
to the Americas.
science," and "the superlative
". . . it seems a shame that (the group) should be rated above
politician, philosopher, econoa man who brought understanding of the battlefield to all Amermist and military expert."
icans during the war," says the paper.
PRESS MAO CULT
1,,a.,:x.,U. o . ’,, ":..1A+,;,..41LX,ra,....’:’,..i,...Z,X,’,..i.+XWZNENSLEN+841881111011111111110’I
And as the cloud rising from
Red China’s first atomic blast
drifted out over the world, the
party was pressing even harder
the cult of the Mao personality.
In Chinese homes, factories
been stolen in dollars and vent,
’Try
More
Foliage
and barracks the people were
from the Residence Halls in just
urged to study the writings of
the past five weeks, than was
Pather Than Pillars’
Mao for the solution to all probstolen all last semester? A TV
dilor:
lems.
set, fire extinguisher, ping itorw
In view of the declining state
balls, a plaque from the Formal
of the Spartan Bookstore, I
Lounge, a bicycle tire, and a
TELEPHONE
would like to say the following:
number of books, to name just a
Our campus is endowed with
ANSWERING
few, have all been stolen. They’re
a number of new cement multinot alone, though, for Allen Hall
SERVICE
story bolckhouses. They should
has had its share and Moulder
be new enough to be free of
Hall recently had its expensive
signs of old age. Centennial Hall
plants by the gront door, curis sinking more every year, taktains from a study room, and a
ing. the social scienes. with it.
fire extinguisher stole n. The
The library seems to have atparking garage has had its share.
tracted a colony of termite-like
A motorcycle, scooter, chrome
insects (this, after Swayback
rims, tires, and so forth, all are
Hall has just been reopened from
By
missing from the garage. Apartrepairs). The education and enments all around campus are
WESTERN UNION
gineering buildings have inherent
missing radios, stereos, and
Many Years’ Experience
structural difficulties. This, of
books. You all know the total
Telephone Answering
course, is not to be construed as
stolen from our own cafeteria
24 -hour service
a commentary on modern conis over $12,000 a year, as report365 Days a Year
struction; Tower Hall is a dised by the Spartan Daily Oct. 22,
Low Rates, Reliable
aster area, too, Rather, it is a
1964, Crime is increasing. ProConfidential Service
Plea.
tect yourself! Do something
Call now for rates
Ideally, all construction corabout it!
and information ...
porations, architects, etc., shoulld
Keep your books with you,
be contractually liable for 10
294-3884
lock your room when leaving.
years for defects that cause the
even for a few minutes. Report
need for repairs or destruction
any suspicious individuals or inof future SJS buildings.
formation which may lead to the
Beyond this idealism, after the
discovery of the stolen items.
Bookstore collapses-or is torn
Take notice of individuals whose
down- why don’t we try growrooms are plastered with "boring a little more foliage in its
rowed" signs. Who pays for it?
stead - rather than cement
YOU! Therefore, only through
pillars?
Career Opportunities
your cooperation and coordinaPerry Lee Birehard
Airlines Hiring
tion can progress and success be
ASH A6959
achieved in this major social
Enrol now in one of our
problem facing us today.
guaranteed courses
James A. Lewis
A5-180
till
FOR
Crest Pio ellap
Private Pilot
Commercial Pilot
Broyles Answers
Instrument Rating
’Logic Disclaimer’
Flight Instructor
Multi -engine Rating
Editor:
COMPLETE SELECTION
-Visual Ground School
Audio
Dr. Rinn’s letter disclaiming
OF PIPES
cold logic and stressing "appeals
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
We offer you. "The Smoker" the
to the heart, to human decency,
most complete assortment of pipesto social and political justice"
292-8254
tobacco-cigars-cigarettes--lighters
suggests that sentimentality is
I accessories for every type of
more valuable than science.
smoker. Smoking is not a side-line
SAN JOSE
Prop. 14 needs theoretical anwith us ... it is a specialty.
alysis of objectives, means, and
FLIGHT
possible outcomes. Science and
INC.
SCHOOL,
47 North First Street
adjudication should be concerned
CY
7-0463
San
Jose
Municipal
Airport
with "what is," not "what ought
to be." Housing legislation can
be impediments to reaching civil
gr(1,3737- 7.133-71
kAL1
rights, just as rent controls limit
new housing.
Rule of law (precedent) is a
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF FOOTHILL COLLEGE
better safeguard to liberties and
presents
social justice than is rule of men

Thrust and Parry

1

vassesmasiematemsatasost

RENT A MOTORCYCLE
for an hour of pure
excitement and enjoyment.

K Ouster, A Blast
Good for China

NICMINILSI
AND 01,10E

LEARN
TO FLY

;

(decisions made on the basis of
authority or prejudice, or what
some one, or some group, claims
is moral or good for all).
All laws have costs and many
have unfortunate consequences.
I will vote yes on Prop. 14 because I belieVe, for California,
that civil rights legislation is unnecessary and interferes with analysis and action on the: rent
issues involved.

CQUIPIVIENT

170 South Second

Owen Bro3 les
Acting Head, Economies and
Geography Dept.

Glenn Yarbrough

Bill Cosby

In Concert
at

Foothill College GYMNASIUM
8 p.m. Sunday. November 8
Admission $2.50
Tickets Available at the door or
Foothill College Box Office
Proceeds Go to College Scholarship Fund

United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE

Damistrams

ELECTRONIC PARTS

HI-Fl

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Monday-Thursday -Friday
Till 9 P.M.

1425 W. San Canon Street
CYpress 8.1212

PAID ANNOUNCEMENT

"God Is A
FRAUD’
Work for a Better World NOW ...
There Is No Other!
*Contemporary Atheists On Campus
P.O. Box 1507, Son Jose
TaratinTasSIMNTIATI Writ!. IN1X1trosTr,TrelYannixTiern

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
$30 MONTH - Room I/2 blk. SJS.
Utils. pd. Polar kitchen, showers, 292

ANNOUNCEMENTS lii
UNWANTED hair removed by electroly
sit. NANTELLE R. E., 210 S. 1st. 2944499.
YOU RECEIVE MORE when we accept
your best apparel for re-sale . . We
rent and sell new bridal gowns, veils,
crowns, etc. UNIQUE SHOPPE, 1589
Meridian. 264-7552, Closed Mon.
DINING CO-OP open. 5 suppers per
week. $5. 295-9412.
AUTOMOTIVE (21
USED CARS. $99 and up. FREEMAN’S
USED CARS, 345 E. Julian (bet. 7th &
8th). 295-0465.
’60 METRO cony. R/H. Excl. cond.
Good tires. Must sell. 656-2076.
’66 CHEV., auto. trans. Real clean. Top
condition. 252.7634.
’53 TR-TWIN, see to apprec. New
clutch/brake. Mike. 340 So. 4th, No. 20.
’56 BUICK Special. Good cond. Must
sell. $250/offer. CY 4-7118.
’59 AUSTIN HEALY - Good condition.
Must sell. Best offer over avg. wholesale
($1000). 292-8483.
’64 HONDA 305 cc. Cherry cond.
Scramb, pipes, bars. $675. 286-6275,
4 p.m. on.
’51 FORD - VI, stick. $75. See at 565
So. 6th St.

"H17327E. MECCA" - Men’s Approve.
Housing. Clean large rooms. Excellenl
food. Close to SJS. 292-2635.
UNMAN. 2 bed rm. apt. Drapes thru
out., wtr./gbq. paid. $100 for 3. 2941476. 292-4610.
NEED 2 Girl roomies. Unappr. 2 Br.
Apt. $37.50. Call 297-2126.
$100 RENT PRE-PAID. Furnished apt. I
blk. from SJS. Pool. 408 S. 5th. No, 14.
Unappr. 2-3 persons.
ROOM FOR RENT. Nice inside. Kitchen priv. Girls only. 83 So. 10th,
GIRL needed to share uneppr. apt, with
three others. $40. 286-3962.
WANTED: Girl to share large unapprov.
apt., 21/2 blks. fr. SJS. 295-6813.
NEED Girl roommate. Unapproved apt.
in Willow Glen area. 294-8111.
NEED 2 MALES to share house 2 blks,
north of SJS. $28 mo. 167 E. St. John.
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE to share unappr. apt. with 3 others. $40. 423 So.
7th, Apt. I. 192-6593.
GORDON HALL contracv :or sale, for
spring semester. Discount. Call 292-1293
after 2 p.m.
MEN: Clean rooms, kitch. priv., quiet
atmosphere. Singles & doubles. 726 S.
5th, or 617 So. 4th,
FURNISI4D UNAPPR. APT. 2 & 3
rooms. 511 So. 7th. 294-9686.

FOR SALE 13/
LOST AND FOUND 161
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 300 for $29.
Wedding Press. 295-0946.
LOST: Girl’s class ring, Cupertino Hi
TUNE-UP METERS. Dwell -tech -coil & ’64, initials P. Y. 252-4308,
Batt. ckr. $35. George, 292.1405.
SERVICES 181
BICYCLE - 26", girl’s, 3 -speed, basket.
Excel. cond. Sherry. 294-6724.
AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
HELP WANTED 011
Bailey, 286.5386.449 W. San Carlos.
ALICE’S SECRETARIAL SERVICES PART TIME - Experienced waiter, over Manuscripts. Patents. 378-8253.
21. HI DINNER HOUSE. Evening work.
$1.25 hr. plus good tips. 968-1040, SEWING & Hemming done. Zippers repaired. Reasonable rates. Fast service.
mornings only.
295-7174 or 294-5864.
OPPORTUNITY in sales work for male
or female who would like to earn $400- EXPERT TYPING SERVICE. Experienced
$1500 in the next 4 months. Call Jim secretary. Call 292-8483,
Kless, SU 1-8550.
TRANSPORTATION 191
WAITRESS MOTHER desperately needs
responsible girl to board/live in nights NEED RIDE LA./REDLANDS. Pay. Nov.
with 2 school children. Call Pat at 5 or 6. 294-6019 after 7,
Paolo’s. 2944558.
GOOD GUITAR PLAYER wanted for
dance band. Must read music, know
To place an ad:
rock-n -roll. Auditions, contact Dick HerCan at Classified Adv,
nandez, Don Corning. 286-3019.
J206, M -W P930.11,30512:30-3:30
T.Th 11:00 3.30
HOUSING IS)
Send in handy order blank
FURN. APT., I & 2 bdrms., 7 pools. 1
- Enclosed cash or check
blk. from shopping center. 258-0654,
Phone 294 6414, Est. 2465
I & 2 BDRMS. - Furn. 6 postls, patios.
Lovely atmosphere. 1251 E. Julien.

To buy, sell, rent, or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
.1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION:

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines One thus Three times Rye times
One time 50c a Ihte 25c a line 20c a line
2 lines

$1.00

$1.50

$2.00

3 lines
4 Ilitits

1.50

2.25

3.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines

2.50

3.75

5.00

Add this
amouet ler
each additional lino

.50

.75

1.00

Print your ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

El Announcements (1)
El Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
ID Help Wanted (4)
lp Housing (5)
13 Lost and Found (6)
[’Personals (7)
El Services (8)
12 Transportation (9)

o

Address................_.._._.._.Phone...._._..._...
Run At.

(No. of days) Enclose $

1.

’Music Man’

Open Tonite ’Til 9

BS TDOUR

project much farther than the
orchestra pit.
Nonetheless, delight ful elements of the production does
not fail to shine in the overall
picture. The teenage talent sparkles in song and dance numbers.
The orchestra’s musical contributions are consistently excellent.
Nancy Lee Biesen in the lead
female role of Marian Paroo presents a delicate portrayal of
River City’s Ilbr a ri a n-piano
teacher. Her voice is the best in
the cast, however, it becomes
harsh when she attempts to gain
valume on mid-range notes.
"The Fancy Dana," the play’s
barbershop quartet, is a happy
addition to the production in
renditions of "Lida Rose,"
"Goodnight, Ladies" and "Sincere." Members of the quartet
are Bob Brown, Guy McFarland, Clark Daniel and John
Fagundes.
"The Music Man" will return
to the Montgomery Theater of
the San Jose Civil Auditorium
Friday and Saturday night with
its final performances the following weekend, Nov 13 and 14.

By ADRIENNE KENNEDY
Fine Arts Editor
With excellent choreography,
sparking production num be r s
and tragic technical errors, Meredith Willson’s "Music Man"
opened the San Jose Light Opera Association’s 1964-65 season
over the weekend.
In the initial performance
Friday, Leilani Welch’s choreography was the highlight. Colorful costuming, bright orchestral
backing and inventive, lively
dancing add up to outstanding
production numbers featuring
the entire cast.
But then on opening night
there was "Trouble right here
in River City, Trouble with a
capital T," and that stands for
technical difficulty. Spotlights
appeared at the right places in
the wrong times. In more than
one occasion spoken or sung
parts of the musical failed to

?et

RENT

TYPEWRITERS
Standard Portable Electric
As lithe as 20c pnr day

Modern Office
Machine Company
293-5283
124 E. San Fernando
(Next door to Cal Pock Store)

How come 44,000,000
people are insured by
Metropolitan Life
more than any other
company in the world?
Mostly it’s because our customers like the way we treat
themand their money. Big
as it is, Metropolitan has never
lost the personal touch.

Pick Up and Delis ery Serkiee

COLLEGE DRY
CLEANERS

PETER K. STEIN
M.S. in BUS. A.D., SJS ’64
1485 Park. Sall Jose
293-6650

* LAUNDRY SERVICE

* REPAIRS

INSURANCE COMPANY
NEW YORK, N. Y.

484 E. San Carlos

293-6501

A combination of jazz ballet,
theater-in-the-r ound and progressive jazz music makes what?
It makes San Jose Jazz Theater
in which a group of SJS students
perform.
The theater, Fifth and Santa
Clara Streets, will open Friday
night with a performance of
"Loti," a story of a girl who
marries a man two weeks before
he goes to World War II.
The script is written by C. J.
Ralph, instructor in the biological department, Susan Deeter,
senior psychology major and
Dale Long, a professional musician, actor and dancer.
Each player has enough freedom within his part to express
his own ideas and creativity.
Because of this, each time "Loti"
isprase:He* the performance
may vary, according to Long.
Tickets, $1.25 for students, are
available at the door or at the
San Jose Box Office. There will
be three performances every Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights
at 6:45, 8:30 and 10:15.
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"THE NEW INTERNS"
"DR STRANGELOVE"

"RAVISHED"

292-6778
396 South First
"CASTLE OF BLOOD"
"HERCULES AND THE
HAUNTED WORLD"
STUDENT RA rE
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"GOOD NEIGHBOR SAM"
"RIDE THE WILD SURF"
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TAKE A 7 MINUTE
RIDE ...
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Drop Out, Thank You
LIVE DANCE MUSIC
EVERY THURS.-FRI.
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AND PIZZA EMPORIUM
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"In the Village"
14460 BIG BASIN WAY
SARATOGA
(Open Evenings by Appointment)

867.3117
Authorized Orange Blossom Dealer
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MUSIC AND

EVERY SUNDAY

ENTERTAINMENT

3 P.M.-12 P.M.

NIGHTLY

COLLEGE NITE
EVERY THURSDAY
MUSIC & VOCALS BY
SCOTT ZIMMERMAN
AND HIS
COLLEGE LANCERS

BEER
.20 PER GLASS
$1 PER PITCHER
*FREE PEANUTS

0’
11*
TN E

SPARTAN-

B

ZOTO
DISCOUNT
TO SJS
STUDENTS
ON ALL
PIZZA ORDERS

WALKING DISTANCE
FROM THE COLLEGE

.:(

417 SO, FIRST STREET
dlinitilliu’nuilinatiUM72i1c.r.cUt

CIT ’sTCI

PHONE 294-1454
\ r.ri Nrocri 47\ tvzr vir-arvt7coriNa.-

role of Jimmy Porter, touslehaired, dirty sweatered, violently
embit t ered young tyrant.
Through this character Osborne
introduced the ideology of the
"angry young man" to the American scene.
Houck began his acting career
In 1959 in Northern Illinois University’s production of "Dark of
the Moon."
He has appeared in leading
roles with the San Francisco
Opera Ring, San Jose Light
Opera, San Jose Theater Guild
.oral Foothill College. His last
local appearance was at Stan’,rd University in "Sweet Bird
Youth."
Directing the play, which is
being performed arena style, is
Dick Bakkerud, managing director for ART.
Bakkerud comes to San Jose
from San Francisco, where he
served as managing director for
the San Francisco Shakespeare
Festival.
The next production of the
A.R.T. will feature Russell Holcomb, SJS graduate student of
drama, portraying the leading
role In the Broadway comedy
"Two for the See -Saw," opening
Nov. 13,

\

TRY OUR PIZZA DELIGHT
( )

CHICKENStd DELIGHT
1.39
Shrimp Delight
1614 E. Santa Clara

Chicken Delight
FREE DELIVERY

1.39
251-2313

THE FASHION FOR FALL .
(golciera

Autumn

PRINCE MATCHABELLI

COLOGNE SPRAY MIST
PERFUMED DUSTIN GPO WDER
BUBBLING BATH OIL
GIFT SET

2.50
2.50
2.00
3.25

St. Pharmacy

enth

TENTH & SANTA CLARA

Are any of these your questions?

Yarbrough, Cosby
To Do Double Bill

MAIN

CHARACTERS
. . . in A.R.T. play

’Camelot’
Here at Civic
One Night
The magic land of Camelot
will stop over in San Jose one
night in order to give a glimpse
into the love triangle of King
Arthur, Guenevere and Lancelot.
The National Touring Company will present the musical
hit "Camelot" Monday, Nov. 9,
at 8 p.m. at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium, in the only San Jose
performances. Tickets are available at the Wendell Watkins
Box Office.
"Camelot" is the musical by
Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick
Loewe, based on the novel "The
Once and Future King" by T. H.
White.
The musical weaves together
the themes of King Arthur’s
dream of a world in which might
serves right and the ill-fated
romance of his beautiful wife,
Guenevere and his most admired
knight, Lancelot.
The production is the second
attraction in the San Jose Music and Arts Foundation’s 196465 concert series.

Glenn Yarbrough and Bill
Cosby will appear Saturday
night at 8:30 in the San Jose
Civic Auditorium. Tickets are
available at the San Jose Box
Office.
Yarbrough, formerly of the
I.imeliters, has gained prominence not only as a folk singer
but also as a singer of various
other types of songs.
Cosby is a rising comedian
who has just finished a year on
the supper and night club circuit. Cosby’s long-play album,
"Bill Cosby is a very funny
fellow . . . Right!" has helped
to build his reputation.
Yarbrough, who broke with
the Limeliters in the summer
of 1963, has made two best-selling albums. They are: "Time to
Move On," and "One More
Round."
According to Yarbrough he
left the Limeliters because performing in the group was losing
its excitement for him and because he was bored with folk
music. His entertainment schedule includes concert, television
and night club appearances.

Tickets On Campus
Tickets are being sold this
week in the Student Affairs
Business Office for a dinner
party Nov. 14 to the Hyatt Music Theater, Burlingame, featuring "Guys and Dolls" starring
Dan Dailey and Vivian Blaine.
A tour of the multi -million
dollar theater will precede the
show at 5:30 p.m. Tickets are
selling for $3.55 and include a
full course dinner following the
performance. Hillel, campus
Jewish organization, is sponsoring the event.

Light Opera Opens
Friday in Campbell

/Vs/

JAM SESSION

HAPPY HOUR
6 P.M. - 8 P.M.

The San Jose Actor’s Repertory Theater (ART.) has announced the extension of its current production of John Osborne’s
"Look Back in Anger" with
three extra performances scheduled for Thursday at 8:30 p.m.
and Sunday at 2 and 7:30 p.m.,
Sainte Claire Hotel, San Jose.
ART., a new dramatic group
to San Jose, made its debut Oct.
23 with the area premiere of
"Look Back in Anger."
William Houck portrays the

Student Talent
Debuts Friday
In Jazz Theater

* ALTERATIONS

Metropolitan Life
. SJS.
292

100k

Music Season Opens

inig:

eket

Back in Anger’
Extension Announced

PAPARTAN DAII.V-8

Wednesday. NM’. 4. 1964

Eleven SJS student s, two
graduates and one former student, will take part in the West
Valley Light Opera Company’s
opening performance Friday
night of "The Unsinkable Molly
Brown."
The play will also be presented
Nov. 7, 12, 13, 20 and 21 at
8:30 p.m. in the West Valley
Junior College Auditorium, 51 E.
Campbell Ave., Campbell.
Paul Santos, 1961 SJS speech
and drama graduate, is president
of the board of directors for the
company and directing the production.
Marking the first year of the
company, the play was selected
because it is a "happy fast moving show:: according to Santos.
Season and individual tickets
are available by coiling 3795700.
Celine Wilcox, SJS student,
will play the lead role of Molly
Brown. Doug ilagdohl, also SJS
student will be opposite her as
Johnny "Leaciville" Brown.

This "All Occasion"
Hairdo will brighten
the month of
November.
The "Camelia" style is designed to banish grey November
doldrums. The soft bangs suggest a casual touch while the
soft curls on top add sparkling
eye appeal. Call Willow Glen
Beauty for an appointment
today.
Phone 292-5477

Willow Glen
Beauty College
1045 Willow Street
San Jose

Where can I get a job
that will make use of
my college training

Do I have to learn
typing and shorthand
to get good-paying
work

necessary
to have business
experience to get a
good job

Is a

I’ll be on co
soon to bring you
the answers you want
to hear

Interested in working with the
public in a job that challenges
your ability? Our Avis Langness
will be at the placement office to
tell you about the good-paying
positions we have for college
girIL

See the placement office now for
au appointment tdate 00).
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

.* Pacific Telephone

PAID RELIGIOUS ADVERTISES!! !
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Are You a Wilting Flower?
"All flesh is like grass, and all its glory like the flower of grass.
IThe grass withers, and the flower falls, but the word of the Lord abides
forever and ever." (I Peter 1:23,24).
Take a good look in the mirror. What do you see? A few lines, some
blemishes, possibly a maturing frame? Today you are a living, breathing,
thinking, marvel of life. But a hundred years from now, where will you
be? Like a dead and decayed flower, ephemeral upon the field of life
E
on earth, your body will be withered and gone. However, isn’t man’s life
LI’
more than the time spent in the physical? God, our Creator, says it is.
In your life now, do you feel that something is missing? God’s Word
Y,
says that you, can have that void filled permanently and be eternally
united with Him. This key to everlasting life with Godare you seeking
ID
it? There is no reason to seek a second-rate answer. Second-rate is not
-7U
good enough, it is not accepted in God’s plan! Your Creator will give
you freely of the Water of Life, you can have immortality, you can live
ID
with Him forever, if you are willing to accept His way! ". .. the wages
k-1
of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ,
our Lord." (Romans 6:23).
Jesus told a Samaritan woman at the well: "Everyone who drinks
of this water will thirst again, but whoever drinks of the water that I
3
shall give him will never thirst; the water that I give him will become
E.- in him a spring of water welling up to eternal life." (John 3:13,14). Why
2. then should you wilt and die when Jesus Christ. the Water of Life, offers
Himself so freely to you? The woman at the well had to admit her adultery
3 and sinfulness to Jesus; she had to acknowledge her need: but isn’t that
secondary, if what Jesus Christ offers to you will last for the eternity
you’ll spend with Him? Why should the "flower" choose to die when the
"gardener" offers living water without charge?
Your acceptance of Jesus Christ, your invitation to let Him enter
your heart and mind will bring you the assurance of forgiveness of sin,
and the certain knowledge that you have received eternal life. "And this
is the testimony, that God gave us eternal life, and this life is in His Son.
He who has the Son has life; he who has not the Son has not life." (John
5:11.12).
How about it? Won’t you join with those who know the victory over
I
death (death is separation from God) which Jesus Christ alone can bring?
"Death is swallowed up in victory . . . thanks be to God who gives. as
ta
the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ." (I Corinthinians 15:54-57).
How about it? Won’t you join with those who know the victroy over
death (death is separation from God) which Jesus Christ slone can bring?
"Death is swallowed up in victory . . . thanks be to God who gives us
the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ." (I Corinthinians 1554-57).
Certainly, death is a reality, but let Jesus Christ save you from that
fate of wilting separation from the giver of lite. God
G Himself. Experience
for yourself the Love and Life of Jesus Christyoas by just asking Him
11=
to be your Lord and Savior.

11
I
1 11 H1 E1 11

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Boo 11791, Palo Alto
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SJS Librarian Relates
Blood Drive
FOLK
(;tiitars-Banjos-Lessons World’s Fair Experiences Next Week
RENT TO LEARN

BENNER MUSIC
CY 7-7417

1884 W. San Carlos

II

The San Jose Jazz Theater
5th and Santa Clara

OPENING PERFORMANCE
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6
"LOTI"
Shows Every Fri. -Sun. at 6:45, 8:30, 10:15
"Loti" is a 3 -act drama featuring jazz ballet, theater inthr_ round, and progressive jazz quartet.

Admission: $1.25 students; $1.50, others
Tickets available at San Jose Box Office or Door.
Refreshments
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Its PATTI lit TERMI TE
Andrew Largo, SJS librarian, is
among American Library Association professional librarians who
volunteered to staff the exhibit at
The SJS Blood Drive will be held
the New York World’s Fair.
Tuesday, November 10, at the
The exhibit was called "LibraryUSA," and Largo was there from
Catholic Women’s Center, 195 E.
Sept. 9 to Oct. 18, 1964.
San Fernando St. from 9:30 a.m.
The librarians attended a twoto 4:30 p.m. The drive is being coweek training pr ogr am before
sponsored by the Air Force ROTC
meeting the public at the Fair.
and Sigma Kappa sorority.
IBM provided them with this
"crash" program in the basic eleStudents under 21 wishing to
mentary concepts of computers
give blood must have a parental
and operation of the key punch,
permission slip according to Mike
sorter, and the planning and proMcMahan, AFROTC co-chairman.
gramming of simple problems.
The slips may be picked up in
INFORMATION CENTER
front of the book store and cafeThis training was put to use at
teria November 3 to 6, from 10:30
the Library Association’s Informa. . SJS librarian to 2:30. Students are to present
tion Center located in the United
ANDREW LARGO
the signed slip when they give
States Pavilion. Three high speed
blood. No person under 18 is alcomputer printers and a collection
When college students visited
of about 2000 reference books were the exhibit they noticed the SJS lowed to give blood.
available for use.
There are trophies given to the
librarian’s lapel card. He said he
Visitors could select a topic and often discussed suggestions for be- highest per cent of blood donors
receive an essay or reading list on ginning their fall term papers with among fraternities, sororitie s,
it. Essays were available at two them.
dorms and non-fraternal living
leveLs: adult and elementary. The
"Members of the training group centers.
reading lists were graded at five were from college, university, pubAny student from SJS is able to
levels.
lic schools and special libraries draw blood from the SJS fund
Adjacent to the computer area from all over the U.S., and I was thrGurh the Red Cross. This fund
was the President’s Library, where proud to have been selected for must also be replenished by SJS
a portion of the proposed reference this assignment," said Largo of his students. SJS holds a blood drive
I collection for the White House, experience.
each semester, according to Mcsuggested by the late President
Mahan.
John F. Kennedy, was exhibited.
"Visitors would often sit in the
’ small, comfortable lounge, for one
or two hoursjust reading," commented Largo.
Dean Witter and
POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS
business administration majors for
I "The exhibit demonstrated possi- registered representative securities
ble applications of the computer salesmanmilitary preferred and
Dr. Jiro 0 y a on a, physiology
to the library of the future," said males only.
branch chief of Amos Research
Largo. Many people who had never
Union Bank: business, economic. Center, will be guest lecturer at
seen a computer before had an op- liberal arts majors for training Thursday’s special science seminar.
portunity to see one in action.
for credit, operations, trust, perHe will speak of "Biological Efsonnelcitizenship required.
fects of Gravity on Mammalian
Manufacturing Organisms."
Chalmers
Allis
Public Relations
Company: electrical, mechanical
Dr. L. Richard Mewaldt, profesOfficial To Speak
and industrial engineering majors sor of zoology, described Dr.
developengineer,
appliance
for
Oyama’s work as "studying impliAt SAM Meeting
Leavitt S. White, public relations ment engineer, field sales, manu- cations in fundamental effects of
and
engineer
product
mammalian organisms to space
manager of the Du Pont Company, facturing,
flight."
will be guest speaker at the Soci- service engineermales only.
soProbation:
County
Alameda
The physiological ecology semiety for the Advancement of Manwelsocial
nar will be held in S258 between
agement meeting tonight at 6:30, ciolology, criminology,
poeducation,
fare, psychology,
4:45 and 6 p.m.
Ste. Claire Hotel, San Jose.
Faculty, graduate students and
White joined the Du Pont Co. in litical sciences, public adminisscibehavioral
majors in natural science and psy1941 after four years with Mc- tration, social and
probation
ence majors for deputy
chology have been invited to atGraw-Hill in New York.
In 1946 White became editor of officer trainee citizenship reDu Pont’s magazine, "Better Liv- quired and males only.
civil and meing."
By 1959 he was adviser to 35 chanical engineering majors for
plant publications in the U.S. and positions in highway engineering,
flood control, water conservation
overseas.
district involving design work on
dams, levee and drainage systems.
"Homecoming Preview" is the
rbilittw Petroleum Company
Atomic Energy Division: mechan- theme of tonight’s Co-Rae, 7:30ical, civil and industrial engineer- 9:45 in the Women’s Gym and PER
TODAY:
buildings.
Co-Kee, 7:30 p.m. -9:45 p.m., WG, ing, chemistry, mathematics and
High point of the evening will
admission by ASB card only and physics majors for positions in
research and developmentopera- be the introduction of the Hometennis shoes must be worn.
coming Queen candidates at 9.
Newman Club, 8 p.m., Newman tion of experimental atomic powActivities offered include badCenter, 59 S. Fifth St., general ered reactorscitizenship required.
Corporation: electrical minton, volleyball, table tennis,
meeting.
Phrateres International, 6:30 and mechanical engineering, math- foursquare, checkers, chess, scrabp.m., pledges, 7:30 p.m., actives, ematics and physics majors for ble, table games, basketball, swimcontrol and communication en- ming, shuffleboard, and dancing.
ED445.
Dance music will be provided by
Chess
2:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m., gineercitizenship required and
the SJS Studio Band.
males only.
1117, first meeting.
Tennis shoes are required for
U.S. Public Health Service: bi4:30 p.m.,
WRA Coed
ological science, engineering, for- basketball, volleyball, and badmindorm field.
4:30 p.m., eign language, journalism, philoso- ton, according to Miss Joyce MorCafeteria A, guest speaker, open phy, public health, public admini.s- ris, publicity chairman. Students
tration, psychology and social sci- planning to swim should bring
To all interested students.
ence majors for program repre- swim suits, ba thing caps, and
towels.
p.m., Ste. Claire sentative citizenship required.

On Campus

’Morte d’Urbanl
Book Talk Today
m
novel which
A conteporail
closely parallels "Morte d’Arthur"
is the subject of today’s book talk
by the Rev. Walter Phelps, of the
Campus Christian Center.
The book talk at 12:30 in Cafeteria rooms A and B, will feature
J. F. Powers’ "Morte d’Urban."
According to the Rev. Phelps the
book deals with a Catholic priest
in a "mediocre monastic order"
who pays more attention to being
a wordly success than to spiritual
values.
Urban, the Catholic priest, is
termed by the Rev. Phelps as being "an operator" who catches
himself being his own idol.

Company:

Alameda County:

Spartaguide

10th

& Santa

Clara

OSMUL-OSY

Stkoks 16ft,

"7"C’
ova

Anyone wishing to join the Chess
Club may attend the first meeting
today at 2:30 in HE17 or may telephone club president Wayne Fields,
248-2361.
School tournaments and meets
with other colleges will be conducted during the semester.

DRESSE-5
S141 FOS
*SWEATERS
SH1RTS

sown0rowt4,164 Sourle FiR51"
vAu-E1 FAIR
HILLSDALE

pors

BARBER
SHOPS

o Discuss Flight

Queen Candidates
Featured Tonight

Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occasions
CY 2.0462

Chess Club Plans

Job Interviews Physiology Expert

TOMORROW:

Bakmas
Flower
Shop

480 south 10th sf.
318 south 10th st.
OPEN ON MONDAY
293-9816
293-9955

WHAT A DEAL!
Do-It-Yourself

CAR WASH ... 25’
NEW! Do-it-yourself and use our materials!
Have a lot of trouble washing your car in the dorms or in th. apartment
. need Ike car Sparkdriveway? In fact, are you a little short of time
ling Clean right away? Come on down to Almaden Sparkiing Car Wash
. . for 25c you can give your car a soapy wash ..nd a rinse.
Another 25c Cleans Your Engine!
VACUUM CLEANERS AND CHAMOIS TOWELS ARE AVAILABLE.
COME OUT TODAY AND GIVE IT A TRY! QUICK AND EASY.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
F.

E:

Almaden Sparkling

CAR WASH

:71

1535 ALMADEN (Just opposite Hawaiian Gardens)
Wil111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iNNI1111111111111111111111111111111117-.

Philco
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Club,

Archery,
Le Cerele Francais,

W C. LZA11 JEWELERS -60 YEARS IN SAN JOSE

HEADQUARTERS
for the
WORLD’S ONLY
ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECE

ACCUTRON1
by BU LOVA
ACCUTRON "401"
Handsomely designed case. Water.
proof*, shock -proof, faceted markers
on dial, allIgator strap. 915000.

GUARANTEED’
99.9977 ACCURATE
ON YOUR WRIST

Keeps time by the constant
vibrations of a tuning fork
activated electronically.
Really rugged

just 12 moving parts. Virtually

trouble-free. Never needs winding. See our complete selection of Accutron Timepieces from $125.

Society of Advancement-Management, 6:30

Hotel, Market and San Carlos
Streets.
Kamaalna (Hawaiian
Club), 7 p.m., M250.
Epsilon Pi Tau (international
industrial arts honorary fraternity), Garden City Hofbrau, 51 S.
Market St., 7:30 p.m., banquet.
:Spartan Chi, 7:30 p.m., faculty
cafeteria,
Rally Committee, 3:30 p.m.,
ED100, general meeting.
Tau Delta Phi (men’s honorary
scholastic fraternity), 7 p.m., 596
S. Fifth St. Students planning to
attend the bi-annual banquet must
have reservations in by this meeting.

Hui 0

TOMORROW:
WRA Volleyball, 7
IM.
PER (Phi Epsilon

p.m., PER-

Kappa, national honorary physical education fraternity), 6:30 p.m.,
pledge recognition.
Baptist Student Union, 7:30
p.m., Memorial Chapel, Bible study
of the Book of Ruth.
Folk Music Club, 7:30 p.m.,
open to all interested students.
Alpha Eta Sigma (accountants’
honorary society), 7:30 a.m.,
Catholic Women’s Center, Fifth
and San Fernando Streets, field
trip to Arthur Anderson, national
accounting firm, and to Lucky
Lager, accounting departments.

205,

MG-

M250,

Terms Arranged

W.?.LVAN
etveleri
N and JUNG
SINCE 1904
leo
first and San Fernando StreetsDowntown
All Parking ,Lot Tickets Validated

San

National Society of interior

DI,

signers, 4:30 p.m., A337. Field trip
to Jackson Square, San Francisco,
will be discussed.

TROUBLE WITH
YOUR BUDGET?
Why not join GEM now for a quick course
in year-round savings?
With GEM’s new college membership offer, anyone enrolled in e
college or university may obtain a GEM card for only 50c! (GEM
Membership is usually $3 initial fee plus $1 annual renewa).) GEM
has lower prices every single day in more than SO departments. And
these savings are on fop quality, name brand merchandise. Whether
you’re looking for clothing and accessories, food and beverages,
sporting goods. automotive accessories or gasoline ... you will save
on everything when you own a GEM card. Your GEM card will introduce you to prices that start
low . . . and stay low, So fill
out the application below and
bring it in (plus your student
body card) and start shopping and saving at GEM today!
NM INIIIROINNIWIV IWO
1 717 N. 1st St.

GEM

GEM SPECIAL STUDENT REGISTRATION APPLICATION
Date

Name

COTTAGE CASUALS
presents

WONDAMERE

A DIVISION OF RENART SPORTSWEAR CORP.

WOOLS IN HOLIDAY PASTELS

Address

Colors: Apricot, Aqua, Pink, Mint.
Sweaters: $11 to $18, sizes 36, 38, 40.
Skirts: $12. Capris: $14. Sizes 8 to 14,

Home Phone
School Phone

City
’College or

--ncat6o6uuoast-tw

tOTTAGE tASUALS

University

Student 1.0. No
Signature
Approved

Spouse’s Signature
Spouse’s School/Employ

438 E. William
297-6725

Beat Stanford, 2-1, To Clinch Title

Our Pleasure is
to serve you

Wednesday, Nov. 4, 1961

Beautiful Hair

Spartans Win Soccer Championship

Our famous small rib -eye steak
with potatoes, bread and
salads.

San Jose State came back from
a 1-0 halftime deficit to edge Stanford 2-1 Tuesday on the losers’
field and clinch the Northern California Intercollegiate Soccer Championship.
The Spartans, who gain a trip
to the NCAA Western Regionals,
registered their fifth straight

$125
Open 24 Hours
Free Parking at Al’s & Earl’s
38 So. 3rd Street

league win to up their record to
6-1, with one game remaining
against second place Stanford (4-3)
at Spartan Stadium.
After playing a sluggish first
half, coach Julie Menendez’ hooters took command of the game in
the second half.
With 14:45 remaining in the
third quarter Nigerian Mak

An Unexpected Fall . . . by Sullivan

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. Santa Clara Street

YEANI

8t)

r
MENTIONED
PUNT", ME
WHEN

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

YOU WERE
RIDING I-IIM
FOR A WHILE

ENT BESER

Double Billing!
Glenn Yarbough
_ _
Bill Cosby
(Slid

6st‘o

Saturday, Nov. 7th 8:30 P.M.

Football Playoffs Begin

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TICKETS: $4.50, $3.50, $2.50
TICKETS AVA/LABLE AT SPARTAN MUSIC CO.

also starring

Your Favorite
Recording Artists
on Stereo and Monaural at
12% student discounts on all records.

SPARTAN MVSIC CO
436 E. William

P

Master
JEWELERS

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

,.

---

IT

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

The New look in design at
Santa Clara County’s most
fashionable jewelry stores

/2
1
(e:(4re (-7...)
. oDIAMOND

/,400,’
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El

111144’N

g
"...S.’

Akpan kicked in the tie-up goal
for Spartans to make the score 1-1.
All-American candidate Al Korbus booted in the Spartans’ winning goal to make the score 2-1
early in the fourth quarter, then
aided his teammates in staving off
repeated Indian goal threats.
"The team really came back
after being down in the first half,"
said the smiling Menendez after
the win. "Steve Locci, Manny Gonzalez and Korbus were outstanding"
"Gonzalez, a second half replace-

So-So Colorado State
Next Grid Opponent

PILOT
TRAINING

\
,

Pacific Air Academy
Now Offers
DIANA

PRICES

FROM

$125

TO

$1500

You are cordially invited to visit our
Bridal Registry and see our 22 new pat.
term in Chinaware, featuring * Syracuse
Fine China * Cr)stal Stemware by
Holmegaard * Buda Iron. Sweden.

TERMS GLADLY

f
;1.1)
72 S. First St.
San Jose

Master
JEWELERS i
Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.

1
Phone 297-0920
Phone 379-3051
,_
r
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FINANCING!
Private Pilot
Commercial raot
Instrument Pilot
Multiengino Pilot
Flight Instructor

San Jose’s Traditional Shops

Aerobatic Flight Training
Available Soon!

PILOT SCHOOL
Approved by
Federal Aviation Agency
California Dept. of Education
Pacific Air Academy
295-4212
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
SAN JOSE
-

Deserves
Professional Care
SHAMPOO AND SET
Reg. 3.50

Special
MTW

$300

* HIGH STYLING *
* CAMPUS CASUAL *

I)

253 So. 2nd

CY 7-8552

"We’ll have to play much better covered. We completed only 9 oi
kohere/a
against Colorado State than we 26 attempts which was our woi.t
effort of the season."
did against West Texas State if we
286 So. 1st.
expect to win."
Those were the words of SJS
coach Bob Titchenal while preparFeaturing:
ing for next Saturday’s game
against the Rams at Fort Collins.
CSU has a 2-6 record; SJS is
Juniors 5-15
2-4, The Rams wins are over
UOP, 7-0, and BYU, 7-6. They’ve
Jr. Petites 3-13
lost close ones to the Air Force,
14-6, and Utah, 13-3. Other deSportswear
feats were to Wyoming. Utah,
Evening
wear
and Arizona State Tempe.
"SJS didn’t play a bad game
Daytime fashions
against West Texas," said Titch,
"but it wasn’t one of our best
efforts of the year."
At popular college prices.
The SJS coach pointed out that
the Spartans only had 10 men on
Call 286-1862
the field when Tony Waters
A SCHEDULED AIRLINE
sprinted for a 94-yard touchdown
on a late third period punt return.
This gave WI’S a 12-7 lead.
He explained, "A substitution
WE WON’T TRICK YOU
mix-up was caused by the number of changes we’ve had to make
INTO COMING TO
because of injuries to the split
SILVA
Ad
end.
"Offensively, we did pretty
SERVICE
well in the first half.
"West Texas did a fine job on
V--st
defensing our passing attack. The
Buffaloes put a good rush on
Any claims we make are honest. We’re
Berry and had our receivers well
here to serve you well. If we do, you’ll
be back. If we don’t, go somewhere
else next time.

"B" League champs, Air Force Kappa No. 2, runner-up in the
ROTC No. 2, battles ATO No. 2 "A" loop next Monday.
The All -College championship
and the Fugitives face Newman
Knights in today’s opening play- game will be played Friday, Nov.
off round of the independent foot- 20.
A team captains’ meeting for
ball league.
Winner of the first game will the "Little 500" Bicycle Race,
tangle with Red Horde, "A" Is scheduled for 3:30 p.m. today
league champs, and winner of the In M6201. Rules and team posisecond game will meet Phi Sigma tions will be discussed.
Qualifying races will be run
Friday at the South Campus Track.
Only the 22 fastest teams will gain
positions in the Veterans’ Day
200-lapper.
Bowling entries are due this
Friday in MG121, Director of
Intramurals Dr. Dan Unruh reMoyer Bros. Music
ports.
The season begins Nov. 16 at
Guitar Lessons
the Downtown Bowl,
Folk Music
The Spartan water polo team,
PASS RECORD
facing the most difficult schedule
I argest selection of
WASHINGTON (UPI 1Sammy
in its history, may have an opguitars in town.
portunity to relax tonight when Baugh holds the National Football
84 E. San Fernando
it travels to San Francisco State. League record for the most lifeS.F. State has not won a North- time pass completions-1709re298-5404
corded in 16 seasons of play for
ern California League contest.
the
Washington
Redskins.
Coach Lee Walton, however,
Is looking forward to the game
because the same pool will be
used for the Northern California
Water Polo Tournament, Nov.
20 and 21.
In order to utilize the pool effectively, the team members will
introduce every offensive and defensive pattern for the first time
this season.
Walton is grateful the Spartans
are playing a weak team so they
can experiment with the patterns,
without worrying about the score.
The Spartans, who have waited all season for the opportunity
to play In a large pool, will be
playing in a pool 20 feet wider
L.T.D.’s, a rugged
...*
than Spartan pool.
trouser in a tough cotton
Mike Hansen, the fastest player
on the team, is noted for his playdenim. Faded blue.
making and defense, but usually
shoots very little. Walton said,
however, that Hansen will surprise
several teams this season when
he utilizes his speed in a big pool
and scores heavily.

Poloists Meet
Gators Today
In Huge Pool

ment for injured Mike Hajiiiii
played so well I left him in Iii
rest of the game," said Menende,
"Our defense seemed to begin
working better, also."
The Spartans will now in all
probability meet either Denver
University or Air Force Academy
in the NCAA Western Regionals
at Spartan Stadium Nov. 21,
San Jose flies to Colorado to
face the high-scoring Denver team
Saturday. Menendez says Denver
is 5-0 in league play and has scored
58 goals in those five games.

3

* * starring * *
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MAJOR BRAND GAS
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
AND BALANCE

COMPLETE MECHANICAL
SERVICE

295_89" SILVA SERVICE

78 S. 4th St.

LATE FOR CLASS? WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU
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FEATURE OF THE WEEK

FREE

SUNSET BOOK
OF
CALIFORNIA MISSIONS*

VIS-ED
Review & Summary Cards*
In many subjects: languages, chemistry,
physics, geometry, trigonometry, U. S.
History.

Jet-powered round-trip
flight to Los Angeles
on PSA

Regular Price S12,75

FEATURE PRICE $10.95

cpartan Sookstoe

Runner-up Prizes

Only $

Per Set

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.

Tickets to United Artists Theater

************************************************************************************

San Jose St. at Colorado St.

OVER 500
THANKSGIVING WEEK
FLIGHTS*
Los Angeles (55 min.)

$13.50

San Diego (75 min.) .

$19.85

USC at Stanford

Here’s How You Enter

FLY PSA

For Reservations Call 761-0818 or Si. Your Local Travel Agent

California at Washington

I. Watch the Spartan Grid Picks page in the SPARTAN DAILY every Wednesday for your
entry blanks.
2. Fill out the entry blanks by listing the asterisk (*) MERCHANDISE SPECIAL found in
each of the sponsor’s ads and select your grid picks by marking the appropriate box. To
receive credit for a tie game, you must predict it by marking the "tie" box. Do not
neglect to indicate your answer to the special tie-braker question each week. Do not
indicate any scores.
3. Complete your entry by printing your name, address, telephone number and A.S.B.
Card Number on the entry blank.
4. Bring your entries to Room J207 in the Journalism Building between the hours of 1:30
p.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Thursday or Friday. NO ENTRY WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER 4:30 P.M. ON FRIDAY. DO NOT MAIL YOUR ENTRY.
5. Watch for the winners in next week’s SPARTAN DAILY. DO NOT CALL OR COME
IN PERSON TO THE SPARTAN DAILY OFFICE TO FIND OUT THE WEEK’S WINNER.
THE WINNER WILL BE NOTIFIED.

Prevent colds by taking the
Vitamins the Olympic Team took

SUPER PLENAMINS*
&Pitielran-SO
--.PJFIARMAcir
519 South lath

Washington St. at Oregon

Sleeveless Sweaters*

COLUMBIA RECORDS PRESENTS

MEN’S
$150
MADRAS SPORT BELTS*

V-Necks, Crew -necks, Cardigans

MILES DAVIS

From
Regular 7.95
through
Regular 22.95

Illinois at Michigan

3rd & San Fernando

HENRYS

1

iTILUG

Block Off Campus

121 S. FOURTH STREET

WHEELS ALIGNED
AND BALANCED*

$1.00

515 South 10th

* SPECIAL *

One Large Cugginos’ Cheese

ALIGNMENT

PIZZA
Good For Wednesday Only

Brigham Young at Utah
Now Playing

We have a beautiful
selection of .. .

"Send Me No Flowers"*

eo.tin me

DORIS DAY

Jewelry*

ROCK HUDSON

Drop in and see us
today

United Artists Theater

S. F. 49ers at Minn. Vikings

Next in U ’A Thelter

Lowest Gas
Prices
245 Keyes

263 South 1st

293-1953

Philadelphia Eagles at
L. A. Rams
Miss B - - with stretch
pants.

$8.95

498 South 4th
10th & Taylor

Puritan Oil Co.

3E31...J0401/1’S
FIN ID SHOES
135 South First, Downtown
Valley Fair Shopping Center
1325 Lincoln Ave., Willow Glen

Buffalo Bills at New York Jets

Books on Entrance Tests
to Graduate Schools*
OPEN TONITE
’TIL 9

295-8968

330 South 10th

SILVA SERVICE

LSU at Alabama

LATE FOR CLASS? WELL PARK IT FOR YOU

Contest Rules:
I. Only currently enrolled San Jose
State College students may enter.
2 Students are limited to ONE entry
per person.
3. All entries become the property of
the SPARTAN DAILY.
4. The SPARTAN DAILY and/or San
Jose State College is not responsible for any entries that are lost
or stolen.
5. An entry must be filled out corn
pletely with no erasures in order to
be considered by the judges.
6. In the event that two or more entries
have the same number of correct
selections, the contestant who
comes closest to the special tiebreaker question will be the winner.
7. All complimentary flight passes
awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire on July I. 1965.
8. The SPARTAN DAILY reserves the
right to correct errors, to extend
deadlines and to make necessary
additions or corrections to these
rules.
9. Persons so designated by the SPARTAN DAILY shall constitute the
panel of judges. Their decisions
shall be final regarding both determination of winners for awarding of
prizes and for deciding on disqualification for any reason whether
through entry faults or evidences
of collusion or any other ineligibility.
10. Entry submission signifies entrant’s
acceptance of all contest rules and
of the judges’ decisions.

ALWAYS PLENTY
OF FREE PARKING

feteVE

Boston College at
Villanova

When You Bring In This Ad

Vallejo JC at Cabrillo JC

$8"

WHEEL BALANCE
$ II
Per Wheel,
1
Plus Weights

862 North 13th 292-9119 We Deliver

NOW $5.16
NOW $14.91

Indiana at Oregon St.
rir

HOUSE OF RECORDS
Air Force at UCLA

Oakland Raiders at
Kansas City Chiefs

2.35

to

134 East San Fernando

"Right on Campus"

275 South First

1 .95

White blank cards only 50c

Spartan Grid Picks
Entry
Name:

Blank

Entry Blank

Address:

Entry Blank

Tie-Breaker
Question

Entry Blank

How many total net yards
will San Jose State gain
rushing and passing against
Colorado St, this weekend?

City:

Phone:

A.S.B. Card No.
Yards

ADVERTISER

Spartan Bookstore
PSA
Cal Bookstore
Armstrong Pharm.
Roos/Atkins

Merchandise Special

vioton

MARK ONE OF THREESORES

San Jose

St.

Horn.

Colorado St.

California

Washington

USC

Stanford

Washington St.

Oregon

Air Force

UCLA

House of Records

Illinois

Michigan

Vaughn’s

Indiana

Oregon St.

Henry’s

Vallejo JC

Cabrillo JC

Cugginos’

Brigham Ybung

Utah

Silva Service

Boston College

Villanova

Robert’s Bookstore
Hudson’s

LSU

Alabama

S. F. 49’ers

Minn. Vikings

United Artists

Phila. Eagles

L. A. Rams

Puritan Oil

Oak. Raiders

K. C. Chiefs

Buffalo Bills

N. Y. Jets

Bloom’s Shoes

s

